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Preface

Bilateral relations with the People’s Republic of China involve matters of great strategic interest to
Canada. Recent changes in the frequency of high level visits; the effect, style and content of bilateral
communications; and perspectives held by various sectors in each country about the other all suggest
that the Canada-China relationship has changed significantly in recent years. China remains vitally
important to Canada for a variety of reasons and in a variety of sectors. Political and diplomatic
cooperation on issues of direct bilateral concern and also on issues of global import remains critically
important. Commercial and trade ties linking Canada with the world’s second largest and fastest
growing economy are of obvious significance. Cultural and civil society ties, including immigration
patterns and the ancillary effects they generate, are also important. While the diversity of links
between Canada and China militates in favour of giving due attention to a multiplicity of sub-national
business, academic, and civil society links, bilateral cooperation at the federal/central government
level remains essential. Thus, the present conditions and future implications of relations with China
should continue to command attention from Canadians.
In keeping with the objectives of the Canadian International Council to advance research
and dialogue on international affairs issues of importance and interest to Canadians, the
CIC Canada-China Relations Project (“CCRP”) has focused on building a non-partisan policy consensus
for Canada’s relationship with China, recognizing China’s robust approach to sovereignty while also
advancing Canadian interests. The papers in this volume provide insight and analysis on a range of
issues important to the Canada-China relationship. Some focus on issues of immediate importance,
while others examine ‘over the horizon’ issues, which may not command the front pages of newspapers
today but surely will in the years to come. This combination of current and emerging policy issues on
China will hopefully add value to the ongoing discussions on the Canada-China relationship. Taken
together, the collected papers also make the case for the importance of China to Canada, and hence
the importance of getting the relationship right.
Project Themes
The research, analysis, and policy dialogue activities of the CCRP were developed along three Thematic
Areas, namely: a) Domestic contexts for Canada-China relations; b) Economic dimensions of the
relationship; c) Collaboration on global issues of common concern. For each of these Thematic Areas,
the CCRP has been fortunate to be able to call upon some of Canada’s most distinguished specialists to
coordinate research and writing on the various topics addressed. The Thematic Coordinators include:
• Domestic Contexts: Professor Jeremy Paltiel, Carleton University;
• Economic Relations: Yuen-Pau Woo, President and CEO of the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada;
• Global Cooperation: Professor Brian Job, Director, Institute of International Relations, Liu Institute
for Global Issues, University of British Columbia.
a) Domestic Contexts. The Canada-China relationship can be most effective when it is grounded on
complementarity of interests, which in turn requires mutual understanding of domestic normative
and institutional conditions in both countries. Canadian initiatives with China, ranging from WTO
compliance and business regulation to human rights, can be more effective when designed and
implemented in light of China’s domestic conditions, ranging from popular norms to governmental
structures and policy priorities.
The papers included in Section 1: Domestic Contexts address a wide range of topics relevant to the
domestic contexts in which Canada-China relations operate. The domestic contexts for engagement
involve interrelated issues of structure, orientation, and interests. These factors also affect the
parameters, scope and content of papers presented on other themes in this volume. Papers in this
section were presented at stakeholder seminars held in Toronto, Vancouver, and Beijing. We are
pleased to include a commentary from Professor Zhang Xiaoyi of the China Institute of International
Studies, which served as an institutional partner in this project.
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b) Economic Relations. Economic relations between Canada and China are critically important. Economic
relations include bilateral trade and investment relations, and also extend to local effects of global
economic conditions and behaviour. In the trade area, the two economies exhibit important elements
of complementarity. In trade and investment relations, efforts to promote normative and institutional
accommodation for business objectives are consistent with both Chinese development policies and
important Canadian interests in areas of good governance. As well, national economic behaviour
by the two countries in response to changing economic conditions at the global, regional, and local
levels have important effects on the Canada-China relationship.
The papers included in Section 2: Economic Relations, prepared through collaboration with the
Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, examine current conditions, benchmark guidelines for future
engagement, and identify impediments to expanded business relations. Extensive survey work is
coupled with statistical indicators to illuminate the general contours of the Canada-China economic
relationship. As well, patterns in Canada-China two-way investment suggest significant trends in
the scope and content of investment relations, and also reveal changing domestic, economic and
financial conditions in each country. Papers in this section were presented at stakeholder seminars
held in Toronto, Vancouver, and Beijing. We are pleased to include a commentary from Professor
Zhou Xingbao of the China Institute of International Studies, which served as an institutional partner
in this project.
c) Collaboration on Global Issues. The importance of China’s responsible participation in systems for
addressing global policy concerns in areas such as environment, health, and security cannot be
overstated. Yet, China’s participation in the global community can be distorted by its responses to
apprehension and competition from other global actors—particularly the United States, the European
Union, and Japan. Canada has a significant role to play in supporting China’s responsible participation,
not only through direct bilateral programs but also through our capacity to deploy good offices,
legitimation, and other soft power resources both bilaterally and globally.
The papers included in Section 3: Global Cooperation address bilateral cooperation on global issues
in areas of environment, health and safety, security, and governance. Acknowledging the changing
conditions for Canada-China cooperation caused by asymmetries of size and global influence,
Canada nonetheless has an important role to play in facilitating China’s responsible behaviour in the
international community. Papers included in this section address China’s effects on environmental
conditions both locally and internationally, and its changing attitudes toward international cooperation.
Health and safety issues have seized attention in recent years and present important opportunities
for Canada-China bilateral cooperation. The area of security includes both conventional and human
security, each of which involves a range of critical issues associated with China’s “peaceful rise” and
“peaceful development.” Challenges of global governance are also addressed, particularly in political
and economic matters that are increasingly recognized as matters of common concern. Bilateral
cooperation between Canada and China on these issues can play a vital role in redesigning and
managing multilateral, regional, and global architectures. Papers in this section were presented at
stakeholder seminars held in Toronto, Vancouver, and Beijing. We are pleased to include a commentary
from Professor Liu Xuecheng of the China Institute of International Studies, which served as an
institutional partner in this project.
The purpose of this project has been to provide informed analysis and recommendations to a variety
of public and private stakeholders in Canada, with a view toward building a non-partisan consensus
on furthering the development of healthy long-term relations between Canada and China. We have
few illusions about the difficulty of this task. China’s importance to the world mandates attention.
Historical and current conditions affect perceptions and the potential for consensus within Canada
and China as to how best to manage the relationship. Pressures from other countries in favour of
particular policy perspectives further complicate the process. However, it is hoped that the process
of rigorous research and analysis, coupled with stakeholder participation in Canada and China, can
contribute to a consensus around a reasoned set of policy proposals and parameters.
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Pitman B. Potter

Introduction: Changing Dimensions of Canada-China Relations

Canada’s relationship with the People’s Republic of China has a long and generally positive history.1
The exploits of Dr. Norman Bethune in the 1940s instilled a Canadian name in China’s revolutionary
pantheon. The pioneering initiative under Prime Minister Diefenbaker to sell wheat to China on a
long-term credit basis revealed a combination of Canadian compassion and self-interest at a time
when misguided Maoist policies had resulted in mass starvation. The formalization of relations under
the Trudeau government in 1970 showed Canada’s sense of global leadership in bringing China into
greater contact with the international community. The Team Canada endeavors of the 1990s, helped
solidify a special business and political relationship that saw Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji refer to
Canada as China’s ‘best friend.’ President Hu Jintao’s visit to Canada in 2005 saw official affirmation
of a ‘strategic partnership.’ Despite political differences over issues such as human rights and relations
with the XXIV Dalai Lama, the Canada-China relationship was returned to a positive footing with the
issue of a Joint Statement during the visit of Prime Minister Harper to China in December 2009.2 The
visit by Hu Jintao to Canada the following June saw conclusion of the agreement granting “Approved
Destination Status” to Canada,3 signalling a new page in the Canada-China relationship. This history
provides context for the ongoing challenge of managing a relationship that will respond positively to
changing conditions in the world political economy, as well as in China and Canada.
Canada’s relations with China should also be viewed in light of Canadian interests. Three items are
particularly relevant, namely sustainable economic well-being, social capital and multilateralism.
Canada’s sustainable economic well-being depends on a vibrant environment for bilateral trade and
investment. Recurring trade deficits with China are problematic, but need to be kept in perspective.
Disparities in economic diversity, value-added export capacity, and patterns of consumption are
structural impediments to balanced trade and are unlikely to be resolved in the near term. Of greater
importance is building complementarity so that Canada’s export profile can be matched better with
China’s needs -- particularly in areas of natural resources, engineering and environmental services,
and advanced technology. For Canada to realize its comparative advantage in these areas, China’s
compliance with disciplines of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the World
Trade Organization (WTO) is essential—particularly in areas of intellectual property protection, nontariff barriers and market access.4
On the investment front, a bilateral Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (FIPA)
with China will be important to expand opportunities for two-way investment.5 Chinese investments
in Canada create welcome opportunities for capital imports, but should be balanced with China’s
commitment to reciprocity in foreign investment regulation. Compliance by Chinese and Canadian

1

http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/china-chine/bilateral_relations_bilaterales/booklet-brochure.aspx (accessed June 27, 2011). Also see contributions by Bruce Gilley

and Paul Evans in Canadian Foreign Policy vol. 14 no. 2 (2008) http://www3.carleton.ca/cfpj/documents/Evans-Gilley-ReawakeningCanadasChinaPolicy.pdf. (accessed June 27,
2011).
2

http://pm.gc.ca/eng/media.asp?id=3005 (accessed June 27, 2011).

3

http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/china-chine/visas/ads-sda.aspx?lang=eng (accessed June 27, 2011).

4

For a Canadian perspective on China’s compliance with WTO principles, see Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada, Canada’s International Market Access

Report, 2009. Available at: http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/cimar-rcami/2009/index.aspx (accessed July 1, 2011); For a United States
perspective, see: United States Trade Representative, USTR Report to Congress on China’s WTO Compliance, 2010. Available at: http://www.ustr.gov/about-us/press-office/
reports-and-publications/2010/2010-report-congress-china%E2%80%99s-wto-compliance (accessed July 1, 2011). For assessment of the effects of China’s IP infringement on
the US economy, see: United States International Trade Commission, China: Intellectual Property Infringement, Indigenous Innovation Policies, and Frameworks for Measuring
the Effects on the U.S. Economy, 2011. Available at: http://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/pub4226.pdf (accessed July 1, 2011).
5

Justin Carter, “The Protracted Bargain: Negotiating the Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement,” in McCrae, D. and de Mestral, A. eds.,

Canadian Yearbook of International Law: 2009 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010).
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companies with agreed standards on environmental protection, corporate governance, corporate social
responsibility, and competition policy will be essential to building sustainability into the economic
relationship. Attention to value-added exports from Canada will be essential to maintaining our
balance of trade with China and will enable Canada’s economic well-being to grow alongside China’s
development. Attention to the export of technology and services will also benefit both Canada and
China and build more complementarity into the economic relationship.
Social capital contributes to goals of sustainable economic well-being, and is an important component
of Canada’s national interest.6 Canada has a strong interest in building social capital by providing
training, education and employment opportunities for current and future generations of Canadians.
Exchanges between Canadian and Chinese educational institutions can expand learning and training
opportunities in both countries, ultimately to the benefit of Canada’s social capital base. As well,
immigration policy on China can usefully give attention to encouraging migration of trained professionals
as well as outstanding students, artists, and entrepreneurs who are capable in at least one of Canada’s
official languages. Flexible visa and residence programs for Chinese and Canadian citizens working
in each others’ countries will be beneficial to the development of social capital in both economies.
Canada’s historical commitment to multilateralism should remain an essential component of bilateral
diplomacy with China.7 Imbalances of size, economic reach, and political clout militate in favor of
Canada working in concert with international partners and institutions in managing relations with
China. Conversely, closer ties with China offer important possibilities for cooperation on a range of
global questions such as environmental sustainability, prevention and management of infectious
disease, and cross-border crime and security challenges. Canada-China cooperation at multilateral
bodies such as the G8/G20, the UN Human Rights Council, and APEC will further their effectiveness
and build confidence in the bilateral relationship. Thus, Canada has multiple opportunities to build
multi-lateral effectiveness and credibility through more collaborative relationships with China.
With these tracings on history and interests as background, Canada faces the challenge of managing
relations with China in the new millennium under conditions that are quite different from those
obtained in the past. No longer is China a backward failed state struggling with revolution and invasion,
as during the revolutionary war years. No longer is Canada a bridge between Cold War rivals, as
in the past. No longer is China ostracized from the world community, as during the Cold War and
more recently after Tiananmen. And no longer is Canada the larger and more influential of the two
economies. These changed conditions, combined with other changes in global political and economic
power relations mandate new approaches to the Canada-China relationship that honor its history and
further Canadian interests. While Canadians should harbour no illusions about Canada’s ability to
sway China or its leaders from firmly held positions and practices, intensified bilateral links can build
confidence and cooperation around issues of existing and potential mutual interest. The success
of the Canada-China relationship will depend on both powers having a clear understanding of each
other and a willingness to focus on positive collaboration—the notion of ‘partnership’ unavoidably
involving dynamics of compromise and consensus.
This volume examines current issues about Canada’s relations with China by reference to domestic
contexts, economic relations, and cooperation on global issues. In this introductory essay, I offer
perspectives on these dimensions of the Canada-China relationship, in the context of governance,
development, and internationalism.

6

Ann Dale and Jenny Onyx, A Dynamic Balance: Social Capital and Sustainable Community Development (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2005).

7

See e.g., Thomas Keating, “Multilateralism and Canadian Foreign Policy: A Reassessment,” Canadian Defense and Foreign Affairs Institute. Available at: http://www.cdfai.org/

publicationsauthor.htm#K (accessed July 1, 2011); David Black and Claire Turenne Sjolander, “Multilateralism Re-constituted and the Discourse of Canadian Foreign Policy,”
Studies in Political Economy 49, Spring 1996.
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i

Governance
Governance in China involves complex issues of the exercise of power and authority, with attendant
questions about norms and institutional performance.8 China’s governance system involves a familiar set
of administrative, legislative, and judicial institutions that operate under the direction of the Communist
Party of China (CPC).9 Thus, governance in China involves ideologies, policy goals, and relational
practices of the Party/state. While the China of 2011 is certainly different from the China of ten years
earlier (or even 2005 when the ‘strategic partnership’ with Canada was formalized), conditions and
practices of the PRC Party/state continue to challenge Canadian understanding. China’s governance
challenges have been particularly acute in the year following the Jasmine Spring of political protest
in the Middle East, while contending efforts to advocate political reform have had mixed results.

a) The Challenges of the Jasmine Spring
The tumultuous events that shook North Africa and the Middle East in early 2011 gave the PRC
leadership significant cause for concern.10 While local circumstances leading to unrest and upheaval
have their own distinctive characteristics, several common factors were evident:
1 Concentration of political power under single party rule.
2 Concentration of economic power among kinfolk of regime leaders.
3 Entrenched income inequalities.
4 Lack of opportunity for increasingly well-educated young people.
5 Declines in relative prosperity of common people.
6 Rampant corruption.
7 Abuse of power by police and security officials.
8 Wide access to internet and social media.
Mindful of the effects of these conditions on political unrest elsewhere, we are invited to appreciate
their effects on political stability in China. In China, political power is concentrated by law in the
Communist Party.11 Major economic enterprises in China are controlled by family members and close
associates of regime leaders.12 Income inequality is rising—China’s Gini Coefficient, measuring 41.5%,
is tied with Gabon and ranks between Sri Lanka and Iraq.13 College graduates and young peasants
alike are having increased difficulty finding jobs.14 The prosperity delivered during the years of Deng
Xiaoping and Jiang Zemin has levelled off considerably and in some instances has declined due to
inflationary pressures and slowing growth.15 Corruption is rampant across the political and economic
system.16 Abuse by police and security forces is widespread.17 An increasing proportion of people
(420 million by last count) have access to the internet and/or social media.18
Yet China remains quite different from the dictatorships of the Mid-East—China’s size alone poses
considerable obstacles to systemic change. While the entrenched practices of the ruling elite and
the powerful mechanisms of control that it has established would seem resistant to political reform,
a number of positive steps are evident. Responding to the challenge of income inequality, China has

8

See generally, Kenneth Lieberthal, Governing China: from Revolution through Reform, (New York: W.W.Norton, 2004). On norms and institutions, see Pitman B. Potter,

“China and the International Legal System: Challenges of Participation,” The China Quarterly No. 191 (Sept. 2007), pp. 699-715.
9

See generally Richard McGregor, The Party (New York: HarperCollins, 2010); David Shambaugh, China’s Communist Party: Atrophy and Adaptation (Washington: Woodrow

Wilson Press, 2008).
10 Chris Hogg, “China’s security tsar warns over ‘jasmine revolution’,” BBC News (February 21, 2011), http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-12522856 (accessed
July 11, 2011).
11 Constitution of the People’s Republic of China (1982, rev. 2005), Preamble (http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/content_20813.htm) (accessed July 11, 2011).
12 “Princelings and the goon state: The rise and rise of the princelings, the country’s revolutionary aristocracy,” The Economist, April 14, 2011, http://www.economist.com/
node/18561005 (accessed July 11, 2011).
13 Vision of Humanity, “Global Peace Index -2010,” http://www.visionofhumanity.org/gpi-data/#/2010/GINI (accessed June 27, 2011).
14 “Educated and Fearing the Future in China” New York Times March 7, 2010, http://roomfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/03/07/educated-and-fearing-the-future-inchina/ (accessed June 27, 2011).
15 Keith Bradsher, “China’s economic growth slows but inflation still looms,” New York Times May 30, 2011, http://roomfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/03/07/educatedand-fearing-the-future-in-china/ (accessed June 27, 2011).
16 Minxin Pei, “Corruption Threatens China’s Future,” Carnegie Endowment Policy Brief No. 55 (October 2007), http://www.carnegieendowment.org/
publications/?fa=view&id=19628 (accessed June 27, 2011).
17 Congressional Executive Committee on China, “Annual Report 2010,” October 20, 2010, http://www.cecc.gov/pages/annualRpt/annualRpt10/CECCannRpt2010.pdf
(accessed July 14, 2011), pp.86-90; “Chinese Lawyer Beaten Ahead of Jasmine Revolution Protests,” China Digital Times Feb. 21, 2001, http://chinadigitaltimes.net/china/
police-brutality/ (accessed July 13, 2011).
18 Internet World Stats, “China Internet Usage Stats and Population Report” (Feb. 2010), http://www.internetworldstats.com/asia/cn.htm (accessed June 27, 2011).
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moved to improve the fairness of the tax system, particularly with regard to high-income individuals.19
Growing investment in public services in the areas of education20 and health21 are encouraging steps
toward offsetting years of budgetary neglect. While the legal system continues to exhibit problems of
institutional capacity, improvements in the training and funding of judges and courts are noteworthy.22
While suppression of political thought and censorship of information continue to be the norm in the
Party/state’s efforts to maintain stability (“the paramount task”),23 efforts have been made to expand
government transparency and accountability through legislative hearings and judicial review of
administrative action.24
Paradoxically, challenges to political and social stability in China are closely related to government
policies on economic development. While economic growth is needed to ensure full employment, the
conditions of such employment are often problematic, giving rise labor unrest despite a regulatory
system aimed to protect worker rights.25 Driven by economic growth, environmental degradation
continues at an alarming rate.26 China’s economic growth policies have also challenged friendly
relations with neighbouring countries in Asia.27 And while the regime has encouraged internet
expansion for its benefits to the economy, problems of piracy of intellectual property, internet attacks,
and regime censorship have all contributed to diminished international cooperation on the exchange
of information.28 Economic policies combined with authoritarian governance structures have also
contributed to corruption, which remains a significant threat to the government’s efforts to build a
prosperous and stable China.29
The future of governance in China will depend on the capacity to confront the major dilemmas of overconcentration of power and the problems of corruption that result. More vigorous support for the rule
of law, for example, can work to ensure that personal and family loyalties do not displace protection of
broader social and economic interests. Wider distribution of political authority and economic power
can create broader communities of stakeholders who can lend legitimacy to the regime and facilitate
its capacity to deliver prosperity. In the wake of the Jasmine Spring, these issues of political reform
and the rule of law are key to sustainability of governance in China.
b) Emerging Calls for Governance Reforms
Despite the chill of political orthodoxy and control that currently infuses the Party/state’s efforts to
control China’s social and economic landscape, there are reasons for optimism that more effective
governance approaches may emerge. The Party policy on improving ‘governance effectiveness’ invites
consideration of more diverse and inclusive mechanisms for policy formulation and implementation,

19 “Caizhengbu buzhang Jin Renqing xiangjie geren suodeshui fa liang da xiugai” (Minister of Finance Jin Renqing Gives Detailed Interpretation of Two Major Amendments
to the Individual Income Tax Law) Xinhuanet (24 August 2005) www.cecc.gov/pages/news/hukou.php, (accessed June 2, 2008). These measures expanded the scope of the
2001 provisions on tax enforcement for high-income individuals (“Guojia shuiwuju guanyu jinyibu jiaqiang dui gao shouruzhe geren suodeshui zhengshou guanli de tongzhi”)
(June 1, 2001). Also see “Law of the PRC to Administer the Levy and Collection of Taxes” and “Detailed Rules for the Implementation of the Law of the People’s Republic of China
to Administer the Levying and Collection of Taxes” (August 4, 1993).
20 W. John Morgan and Bin Wu, Higher Education Reform in China: Beyond the Expansion (London: Routledge, 2011).
21 See China: An International Journal Vol. 8 no. 1 (March 2010) (special issue on China health policy).
22 Thomas E. Kellogg and Keith Hand, “China crawls slowly towards judicial reform” in Asia Times Jan. 25, 2008 http://www.atimes.com/atimes/China/JA25Ad01.html
(accessed July 12, 2011).
23 Ben Blanchard and Chris Buckley, “China’s Hu says Party survival rests on growth, stability,” Reuters July 1, 2011, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/43335797 (accessed
July 14, 2011).
24 Congressional Executive Committee on China Annual Report 2006, Section VII, www.cecc.gov/pages/annualRpt/annualRpt06/DemocraticGovernanceandLegislativeReform.
php, (accessed May 31, 2010).
25 Kumiko K. Juliw, The Problems of Chinese Labor: Problems in the Implementation of Chinese Human rights Obligations (Bloomington IN: Xlibris, 2010); David Barboza,
“Despite a decade of criticism, worker abuse persists in China,” New York Times. January 4, 2008. Online: http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/04/business/worldbusiness/04ihtsweatshop.4.9028448.html?pagewanted=2; (accessed July 13, 2011); Anita Chan, China’s Workers Under Assault: The Exploitation of Labor in a Globalizing Economy (Armonk
NY and London: M.E. Sharpe, 2001).
26 Kristen A. Day (ed), China’s Environment and the Challenge of Sustainable Development (Armonk NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2005); Elizabeth Economy, The River Runs Black: The
Environmental Challenge to China’s Future (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004); Vaclav Smil, China’s Past, China’s Future: Energy, Food, Environment (New York and London:
Routledge Curzon, 2004).
27 Bruce Vaughn and Wayne N. Morrison, “China-Southeast Asia Relations: Trends, Issues, and Implications for the United States,” CRS Report to Congress April 4, 2006,
http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL32688.pdf (accessed July 13, 2011).
28 Emily Parker, “Leaping the Great Firewall of China,” Wall Street Journal March 24, 2010, http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240527487048961045751397426874108
62.html (accessed July 13, 2011).
29 Malcolm Moore, “China corruption trial exposes capital of graft,” The Telegraph October 29, 2009, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/6357024/Chinacorruption-trial-exposes-capital-of-graft.html (accessed July 15, 2011); “Gang crackdown, mob trial transfixes China,” Associated Press October 21, 2009, http://www.msnbc.
msn.com/id/33423693 (accessed July 15, 2011).
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and ultimately more heterodoxy in matters of political authority and control.30 The leadership transition
scheduled to take place in 2012 may well see a more cosmopolitan and politically flexible elite
emerge as top leadership posts in China are filled over the next three-five years. Whichever of the
candidates-in-waiting actually takes the reins of power will have an unprecedented level of awareness
and experience in international matters. Leading candidates Li Keqiang and Xi Jinping, as well as
the broader range of provincial party secretaries to whom high leadership posts are often awarded,
all have significant international experience. While this will not necessarily translate into the adoption
of liberal governance standards, there is cause to expect that broader international awareness and
experience will lead to more nuanced and flexible approaches to the exercise of governance and
political authority.
Changes are also afoot in the realms of ideology and communications. The government’s capacity to
restrict the flow of information across China is limited, resulting in a shift from state suppression of
information to greater official engagement and debate in support of orthodoxy. China’s government and
public institutions also are indicating growing willingness to engage with the views of the international
community. For example, a leading theoretical journal of the Communist Party of China, Outlook
(Liaowang), has begun soliciting articles by foreign scholars containing views and analysis about
China. International policy and legal specialists are increasingly invited to publish in Chinese university
journals and are more able to publish collaborative work at important academic publishing houses in
China. As well, official comments by Chinese policy specialists on China’s conditions are increasingly
frank and open.
While lawyers like Hu Jia and Chen Guangcheng, and critical intellectuals like Liu Xiaobo have faced
imprisonment for their efforts to encourage political reform and the rule of law, orthodox voices have
had somewhat more leeway. The Charter 08 manifesto associated with Liu Xiaobo was roundly criticized
and vigorously suppressed along with its adherents.31 Yet Premier Wen Jiabao, speaking at the 30th
anniversary of the founding of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone in September 2010, echoed the
sentiments of Charter 08 in his assertion that ‘without the safeguard of political reform, the fruits of
economic reform would be lost and the goals of modernization would not materialize.’32 Wen called
as well for conditions that would allow people to criticize and supervise the government as a way to
address ‘the problem of over-concentration of power with ineffective supervision.’33 Premier Wen’s
September 23, 2010 interview with CNN’s Fareed Zakaria included statements supporting political
reform, and asserting the need for popular and media oversight of government as well as the need
for an independent and judicial system.34
Reflecting the extent to which the political elite is divided on these issues, responses to Wen’s speeches
ranged from tacit acceptance to orders to the media not to reprint Wen’s remarks35 and editorials
challenging Wen’s views.36 But Wen Jiabao is not the only prominent person in the establishment
to have spoken out in support of political reform. In October 2010, a group of Party elders led by
Li Rui (Mao Zedong’s former secretary) and Hu Jiwei (former People’s Daily editor) submitted an
open letter to the National People’s Congress Standing Committee calling for removal of restrictions

30 “Zhonggong zhongyang guanyu jiaqiang dang de zhizheng nengli jianshe de jueding” (Decision of the Party Centre on strengthening the establishment of Party governance
effectiveness) (September 19, 2004), http://www1.china.com.cn/chinese/2004/Sep/668376.htm (accessed June 27, 2011).
31 Pitman B. Potter, “4 June and Charter 08: Approaches to Remonstrance,” China Information Volume 25 Issue 2 July 2011 pp. 121–138. References to Charter 08 are to
Perry Link, “China’s Charter 08” New York Review of Books vol. 56 no. 1 (Jan. 15, 2009) (http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2009/jan/15/chinas-charter-08) (accessed
November 17, 2010). Peter Foster, “China upholds 11-year sentence for dissident Liu Xiaobo,” The Telegraph, February 11, 2010 (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/
asia/china/7210857/China-upholds-11-year-sentence-for-dissident-Liu-Xiaobo.html) (accessed July 4, 2011).
32 “Wen Jiabao Shenzhen jianghua weihe shou guanzhu” (What attention will be paid to Wen Jiabao’s Shenzhen speech), Caixinwang (Finance news network) August 28,
2010 (http://comment.caing.com/topic/100174821_1/html) (accessed September 14, 2010).
33 “China Premier Wen call for political reform: report” Reuters August 22, 2010 (http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE67L0AL20100822) (accessed November 19, 2010).
34 “CNN zhuanfang Wen Jiabao zongli (quanwen) (Full text of CNN interview with premier Wen Jiabao) (October 20, 2010), China Digital Times (http://chinadigitaltimes.net/
chinese/2010/10/cnn专访温家宝全文) [November 19, 2010].
35 China Digital Times October 19, 2010 (http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2010/10/latest-directives-from-the-ministry-of-truth-october-9-19-2010) [November 19, 2010].
36 Zheng Qingyuan, “Zai da you zuowei de shidai geng jia doufa youwei” (“In the age of accomplishment, go all out to achieve promise”) People’s Daily (October 21, 2010)
http://opinion.people.com.cn/GB/40604/ 13007462.html [November 22, 2010]; “Kao jiakuai zhuanbian jingji fazhan fangshi yingde weilai” (“Rely on speeding up transformation
of economic development styles to win the future”) People’s Daily (October 25, 2010) (http://opinion.people.com.cn/GB/40604/13034080.html) [November 22, 2010]; “Yanzhe
zhengque zhengzhi fangmian jiji wenshan tuijin zhengzhi tizhi gaige” (“Grasping political aspects of positively and appropriately promoting reform of the political system”),
People’s Daily October 27, 2010 (http://opinion.people.com.cn/GB/40604/ (http://opinion.people.com.cn/GB/40604/13056137.html) (accessed November 19, 2010).
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on freedom of speech.37 In November, Politburo Standing Committee member and director of the
political-legal system Zhou Yongkang called for China to “comply with the universal principles of law,’
another Charter 08 theme.38 Calls for political reform by PLA General Logistics Department Political
Commissar Liu Yuan (son of former Premier Liu Shaoqi, an early comrade of Mao and later prominent
victim of the Cultural Revolution) also revealed the extent to which questions of governance continue
to divide the ruling elite.39
These are challenging times indeed for China’s Party/state. For despite the appearance of rising
power and influence internationally, the current regime faces daunting challenges in the areas of
social unrest, environmental degradation, an aging population, resource and energy demands, and
endemic corruption. Indeed many observers note that the dominant characteristic of the current
regime is fragility rather than strength.40 While we should neither ignore nor defend conditions in China
that run counter to Canadian values, Canadians should appreciate the fluidity of governance norms
and institutions in China. While the ruling practices of the PRC Party/state present challenges for
Canadian understanding, we should remain alive to opportunities to build a productive collaborative
relationship, acknowledging differences on many governance issues but also affirming common
interests and a commitment to cooperation.
ii Development
China’s achievements in economic development are well known and offer numerous opportunities
for Canadians.41 The long tradition of law and regulation serving the policy interests of the Party/
state is particularly evident in this sector.42 The first foreign investment laws were enacted as a result
of policy decisions made at the 3d Plenum of the 11th Central Committee in late 1978 to build
economic independence in the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution. Following the 1989 Tiananmen
crisis, the enactment of laws to attract foreign investment back to China accelerated following Deng
Xiaoping’s 1992 Southern Tour (nanxun) and the contentious policy directive to “deepen reform.”
Reforms in foreign exchange control were enacted as part of China’s response to the 1997 Asian
Financial Crisis, while China’s WTO accession in 2001 led to additional changes in foreign investment
laws and regulations. More recently the Global Financial Crisis of 2008-2009 led to policy-driven
legal measures affecting foreign business activities in areas such as taxation, foreign exchange, and
government procurement.43
The familiar pattern of instrumentalism in China’s foreign business laws and regulations is evident
as well in fundamental economic matters such as contract and property, where the relevant statutes
provide explicitly that their purpose is to further government policies on development and stability. 44
Government interpretations of administrative regulations, case decisions by Chinese courts, and even
Supreme Court opinions on the implementation of various laws all reveal a consistent perspective on
the centrality of policy as the basis for interpretation and implementation of law.
The policy instrumentalism of China’s economic law system presents multiple challenges for
Canadians.45 A recent survey of Canadian businesses in China conducted by the Asia Pacific

37 “Open letter from Party elders calls for free speech,” China Media Project October 12, 2010 (http://cmp.hku.hk/2010/10/13/8035/) (accessed November 19, 2010).
38 Xiao Shu, “Is anyone really secure in China?” China Media Project November 5, 2010 (http://cmp.hku.hk/2010/11/01/8426/) [November 17, 2010].
39 John Garnaut, “General urges shake-up of China politics,” The Age May 23, 2011, http://www.theage.com.au/world/general-urges-shakeup-of-china-politics-201105221eyvv.html (accessed June 10, 2011).
40 Ming Xia, “China Rises Companion: Political Governance,” New York Times (nd) http://www.nytimes.com/ref/college/coll-china-politics.html (accessed July 12, 2011).
41 http://www.ccbc.com/Default.aspx (accessed July 11, 2011).
42 “Special Issue: China’s Legal System: New Developments, New Challenges,” The China Quarterly No. 191 (September 2007); Stanley B. Lubman, “The Environment for
Foreign Business in China: Two Decades of Progress, Continuing Uncertainties,” in Michael Mosher and Fu Yu, ed., Doing Business in China (looseleaf); Zhang Xin, International
Trade Regulation in China (Oxford and Portland: Hart Publishing, 2006).
43 Wayne Morrison, “China and the International Financial Crisis: Implications for the United States,” Congressional Research Service Report for Congress (June 3, 2009)
http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RS22984.pdf (accessed July 11, 2011); Yu Yongding, “ China’s response to the global financial crisis,” East Asia Forum (January 21, 2010),
http://www.eastasiaforum.org/2010/01/24/chinas-response-to-the-global-financial-crisis/ (accessed July 11, 2011).
44 Pitman B. Potter, “Contract Law,” in Mosher and Yu (ed.), Doing Business in China. New York: Interjura. (2008); Pitman B. Potter, “Public Regulation of Private Relations:
Changing Conditions of Property Relations in China,” in Guanghua Yu ed., Developments in Chinese Law (London: Routledge, 2010).
45 Robert Wright, “The China Option: Key Challenges and Questions” http://www.ccbc.com/Portals/0/Business%20Intelligence/The%20China%20Option-Key%20Challenges
%20&%20Questions.pdf (accessed July 11, 2011).
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Foundation of Canada (APFC) reveals continuing concerns with the legal and regulatory environment.46
The shadows of protectionism are evident in restrictive state procurement rules, local technology
development standards, changing tax rules, and differential application of regulations in areas ranging
from environment to labour and corporate social responsibility.47 China’s state secrets information
control regime is applied increasingly to control behaviour of foreign companies, as evidenced by the
Rio Tinto controversy and the arrest and sentencing of American geologist Xue Feng.48
In such an environment, knowledge and awareness of policy priorities is essential for effective Canadian
involvement. Fortunately, the Party and government often offer important clues as to policy priorities,
which in turn can help shape business strategies.49 Decisions at national Party congresses are vitally
important for identifying policies that will affect foreign business. The Communiqué of the 5th Plenum
of the 17th Party Congress (October 2010) is particularly instructive.50 The Communiqué stresses
the importance of development as the “top priority of the Party in governing and rejuvenating the
country,” which in turn is reflected in “proper and forceful macroeconomic regulation.”
These policy guidelines are augmented by examples from the National People’s Congress (NPC) and
the State Council. The 2010 Government Work Report approved by the NPC suggests policy priorities
in the areas of employment and environmental protection.51 These statements provide guidance for
legislative enactments by people’s congresses at the provincial level and people’s government’s at the
municipal level and will be reflected in the project approval decisions being made by local government.
At the executive level, the State Council’s April 2010 “Opinion” on utilizing foreign investment contains
a lengthy defence of China’s foreign investment policies, which reflects the extent of debate within
policy and political circles as to the relative benefits for China of a continued open door policy on
foreign investment.52 Use of the term “utilization” (liyong) expresses the instrumentalist context for
China’s laws on foreign business – foreign investment is not seen as the outcome of an open-market
system, but rather something to be utilized for the benefit of China’s development. In the words of
the Opinion, “Utilizing foreign capital is the important content in China’s basic state policy of opening
up to the outside world.”
Thus, the Party leadership as well as the legislative and executive systems have each given important
policy guidance for local administrative decisions. Understanding the contexts and content of such
policy guidance can help build greater certainty and predictability for Canadians seeking to craft
strategies for activities in China. Knowledge of current economic conditions and policy behaviour
in China also provides opportunities for Canada to influence policies and practices in a wide range
of issues affecting the bilateral relationship such as energy cooperation, regulatory effectiveness,
corruption control and Corporate Social Responsibility.
China’s economic development efforts are closely linked with policies on social welfare. In the wake
of the 2008-2009 global financial crisis, China’s economic stimulus package demonstrated the
effectiveness of targeted government intervention.53 China’s rural development policy program
revealed the government’s commitment to ensuring that China’s economic growth would benefit not

46 See http://www.asiapacific.ca/sites/default/files/filefield/asia_pacific_foundation_survey_2010_fnl_english_web.pdf).
47 American Chamber of Commerce, “The AmCham 2011 China Business Survey,” Future of U.S.-China Trade.com http://www.futureofuschinatrade.com/article/americanchamber-of-commerce-2011-china-business-climate-survey (accessed July 11, 2011).
48 David Barbosa, “China sentences Rio Tinto Employees in Bribe Case,” New York Times March 26, 2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/30/business/global/30riotinto.
html (accessed June 28, 2011); John Lee, “The Uncurious Case of Xue Feng’s Jail Sentence,” Forbes July 7, 2010, http://www.forbes.com/2010/07/07/xue-feng-stern-hu-statesecrets-opinions-contributors-john-lee.html (accessed June 28, 2011).
49 See Pitman B. Potter, “Policy and Law Dimensions of Doing Business in China,” Business in Vancouver (Jan. 17, 2011) .
50 “Full text of Communique of the 5th Plenum of the 17th Central Committee” (October 18, 2010) (http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2010-10/18/c_13563388.
htm) (accessed November 19, 2010).
51 “Highlights of Wen’s Government Work Report” China Daily March 5, 2010, http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2010npc/2010-03/05/content_9541766.htm (accessed
June 28, 2011).
52 “Several Opinions of the State Council on Further Utilizing Foreign Capital” (May 28, 2010), http://www.asean-china-center.org/english/2010-05/28/c_13321796.htm
(accessed June 28, 2011).
53 “China seeks stimulation: A $586 billion stimulus plan for China’s economy,” The Economist November 10, 2008, http://www.economist.com/node/12585407?story_id=
12585407&source=features_box2 (accessed July 12, 2011); Dexter Roberts, “China’s Stimulus Package Boosts Economy,” Bloomberg Business Week, April 22, 2009,
http://www.businessweek.com/globalbiz/content/apr2009/gb20090422_793026.htm (accessed July 12, 2011).
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only the coastal urban areas but also the people of China’s rural interior.54 A new public health care
program enacted early in 2009 affirmed a commitment to meeting the medical needs of all China’s
citizens.55 In early 2011 China’s Fourth Session of the 11th National People’s Congress affirmed the
public interest dimensions for a range of economic policy questions ranging from fiscal stimulus
to housing and health care.56 The initiative to move forward with these policies despite budgetary
constraints speaks volumes about the government’s priorities of ensuring public wellbeing in the face
of the challenges and dislocations brought on by China’s break-neck pace of economic growth. At a
time when the pressures of globalization and the distortions of unrestricted market capitalism tend to
diminish attention to the public goods that are the foundation for sustainable development, China’s
programs on strengthening social wellbeing stand as examples for other economies.
China’s policies of social and economic development create opportunities for engagement with
Canada. Canadian experience with public health care in a market economy as well as Canadian
experience with challenges of development in remote areas are but two areas of shared interest with
China. Collaborative exchanges in these and other social development areas of mutual interest can
serve as a positive foundation for relations going forward. These can also complement cooperative
engagement on economic development issues.
iii Internationalism
International cooperation between Canada and China operates in the context of the public international
law regime. Under the post-Deng leadership of Jiang Zemin and then Hu Jintao, China’s participation
in the international legal regime has been coupled with pursuit of economic and security interests
in the context of processes of globalization.57 China’s relations with important international partners
have been affected by China’s more assertive policy posture. Thus, President Hu Jintao’s visit to
Washington in 2010 was preceded by warnings that valuation adjustments to the yuan would need
to suit Beijing’s timetable.58 Similarly, assertions that China’s disputed territorial claims in the South
China Sea represent ‘core interests’ suggest an effort to set the contours for international debate and
negotiation.59 The surprise testing of a new stealth aircraft during a visit by US Defence Secretary
Robert Gates60 raises unsettling questions about transparency in China’s military policy. Nonetheless,
China’s participation in international legal institutions will remain an important dimension of process of
China’s engagement with the world. Taiwan and human rights are two aspects of China’s international
posture that are of clear relevance for Canada.

54 “Zhonggong zhongyang guanyu tuijin nongcun fazhan ruogan zhongda wenti de jueding” (Decision on Major Issues Concerning the Advancement of Rural Reform and
Development) Xinhua (Oct. 19, 2008) (http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2008-10/19/content_10220352.htm) (accessed July 4, 2011).
55 “China Passes New Medical Reform Plan,” Chinese Government’s Official Web Portal, (http://english.gov.cn/2009-01/22/content_1212048.htm, January 22, 2009)
(accessed July 5, 2011). Also see Pitman Potter, “Dilemmas of Access to Healthcare in China,” China: An International Journal vol.8, no.1 (March, 2010), pp. 164-179; Martin
King Whyte and Zhongxin Sun, “The Impact of China’s Market Reforms on the Health of Chinese Citizens: Examining Two Puzzles,” China: An International Journal, vol.8, no.1
(March, 2010), pp.1-32; David Blumenthal and William Hsiao, “Privatization and Its Discontents – The Evolving Chinese Health Care System,” New England Journal of Medicine,
353 (2005): 1165-70.
56 http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Special_11_4/index.htm.
57 See generally, Phillip C. Saunders, “China’s Global Activism: Strategy, Drivers, and Tools,” (Institute for National Strategic Studies Occasional Paper No. 4) (Washington:
National Defense University Press, 2006); Yong Deng and Thomas G. Moore, “China Views Globalization: Toward a New Great Power Politics?” Washington Quarterly vol. 27 no. 3
(Summer 2004), pp. 117–136; Dwight Perkins, ed., “A Wary Welcome: China and Globalization,” Harvard China Review vol. 5 no. 1 (2003).
58 Austin Ramzy, “Hu Heads for Washington – Will Tensions Ease?” Time April 2, 2010, http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1977505,00.html (accessed June 28,
2011); Roya Wolverson, “Confronting the China-U.S. Economic Imbalance,” Council on Foreign Relations Backgrounder (October 19, 2010), http://www.cfr.org/china/confrontingchina-us-economic-imbalance/p20758 (accessed June 28, 2011).
59 “To improve relations, U.S. must respect China’s core interests,” People’s Daily July 14, 2011, http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90001/90780/91343/7440158.html
(accessed July 14, 2011); Willy Lam, “Hawks vs. Doves: Beijing Debates ‘Core Interests’ and Sino-U.S. Relations,” China Brief vol. 10 no. 17 (August 19, 2010),
http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Bswords%5D=8fd5893941d69d0be3f378576261ae3e&tx_ttnews%5Bany_of_the_words%5D=PKK&tx_ttnews
%5Bpointer%5D=4&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=36769&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=381&cHash=67f3336f2d (accessed June 28, 2011). But see Michael Swaine, “China’s
Assertiveness Part One: On ‘Core Interests’,” China Leadership Monitor No. 24 (Feb. 22, 2011) pp. 8-9, http://media.hoover.org/sites/default/files/documents/CLM34MS.pdf
(accessed June 28, 2011).
60 Elisabeth Bumiller and Michael Wines, “Test of Stealth Fighter Clouds Gates Visit to China,” New York Times (Jan. 11, 2011), http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/12/world/
asia/12fighter.html (accessed June 28, 2011).
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a) Taiwan
China’s relations with Taiwan involve regional security relations in the context of contending
interpretations of international law standards on status and sovereignty of states.61 China’s 2000
White Paper on Taiwan policy expressed a paradoxical commitment to international legal standards
while also asserting China’s rights to use force against Taiwan.62 The 2000 White Paper attempted
an international legal argument using theories of state succession to justify claims that China-Taiwan
issues are wholly domestic and therefore beyond the reach of international law’s general prohibition
against the use of force between states.
Principles of the White Paper were carried forward in China’s “Anti-Secession Law” (ASL)63 enacted
in March 2005. The ASL reiterates that the China-Taiwan relationship will be based in the PRC
Constitution (Art. 1), thus extolling principles of national unity and territorial integrity. The ASL suggests
that reunification with Taiwan may proceed on the basis of political equality between authorities on
both sides of the Taiwan Strait (Art. 7). The political status of the Taiwan government may be a subject
for reunification discussions (Art. 7.4). The ASL also allows for discussion of Taiwan’s “room for
international operations,” thus holding out the promise of some sort of international status. The AntiSecession Law and the Taiwan White Paper reveal that the influence of international law institutions
and norms on China’s regional security policy remains contingent on imperatives of sovereignty and
national unification.
Canada has managed to avoid direct conflict with China over Taiwan, honouring the one-China principle
while also managing a range of activities with the Republic of China through the Canadian Trade
Office in Taipei.64 China’s position on Taiwan is an important benchmark for Canada’s relations with
China. At an operational level, the one-China principle imposes restraints on Canada’s diplomatic links
with Taiwan – with practical implications for business and social linkages. More conceptually, China’s
Taiwan policy also provides insight into China’s acceptance of international norms and institutions on
security and sovereignty that are of critical importance to Canada.
b) Human Rights
China’s encounters with the international community unavoidable involve debates around human
rights. The denunciation of Liu Xiaobo’s Nobel Peace Prize underscored the PRC regime’s resistance
to commentary and criticism. In terms reminiscent of the vernacular of the Cultural Revolution
and the language used to condemn peaceful demonstrations against government corruption in
1989, the government denounced supporters of Liu’s Nobel Prize as ‘clowns’ and the prize itself
a ‘desecration.’65 China’s efforts to intimidate other countries by threatening trade ties with states
attending the Nobel Prize Award Ceremony echoes a long history of Beijing using economic levers
to further political agendas.
Nonetheless, there have been signs of greater willingness to engage with the international community
on issues of human rights. The enactment of a Human Rights Action Plan in 2009 seemed to respond
to repeated concerns around implementation of human rights ideals that China has agreed to in
principle.66 China’s participation in the periodic review by the UN Human Rights Council suggests
a greater willingness to participate in international human rights discourses.67 President Hu Jintao’s

61 See Pitman B. Potter, Law Policy and Practice on China’s Periphery: Selective Adaptation and Institutional Capacity (London: Routledge, 2011), Chapter Four. Also see
Nancy Bernkopf Tucker, ed., Dangerous Strait: The U.S. –Taiwan – China Crisis (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005); Steve Tsang, ed., Peace and Security Across the
Taiwan Strait (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); Richard Louis Edmonds and Steven M. Goldstein, eds., Taiwan in the Twentieth Century: A Retrospective View (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001).
62 State Council Taiwan Affairs Office and Information Office, “The One-China Principle and the Taiwan Issue” (Feb. 21, 2000).
63 “Full Text of Anti-Secession Law,” Third Session of the 10th National People’s Congress and National Political Consultative Congress, http://www.china.org.cn/english/2005lh/
122724.htm (accessed July 14, 2011).
64 http://www.canada.org.tw/taiwan/index.aspx?lang=eng (accessed July 11, 2011).
65 “Beijing blasts Nobel Peace Prize meddling,” People’s Daily October 9, 2010 (http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90001/90776/90882/7160366.html) (accessed
October 10, 2010).
66 Information Office of the State Council, “National Human Rights Action Plan of China” (2009-2010), available at: http://www.china.org.cn/archive/2009-04/13/
content_17595407.htm (accessed April 13, 2011). For a critique, see Human Rights Watch, ‘Promises Unfulfilled; An Assessment of China’s National Human Rights Action Plan,’
January 2011 www.hrw.org/en/reports/2011/01/11/promises_unfulfilled_0 (accessed 14 March 2011).
67 UN Human Rights Council. Draft Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: China A/HRC/WG.6/4/L.11 (Feb. 11, 2009).
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comment on human rights during his visit to Washington in June 2010 seemed in part a plea for
patience with China’s efforts to expand its human rights protections:
“China recognizes and also respects the universality of human rights. And at the same time, we do
believe that we also need to take into account the different national circumstances when it comes to
the universal value of human rights … In this context, China still faces many challenges in economic
and social development, and a lot still needs to be done in China in terms of human rights.”68
While there may be much to disagree with in President Hu’s statement, there was nonetheless an
effort at explanation and engagement. This was a refreshing departure from past practices that simply
dismissed criticisms as intrusion in China’s internal affairs.
Although Canada’s influence in these matters is limited, collaboration with China to share experience on
a range of human rights issues will provide important opportunities for building a healthy relationship.
China’s ratification of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),
and potentially the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), provides useful common
ground for cooperative programs. While full agreement on the content and structure of norms and
institutions of human rights and governance is unlikely, persistent efforts to find points of common
agreement and to build confidence around particular issue areas will be a positive step forward.
iv Looking Forward
With a new majority government in Ottawa and a new leadership team being prepared in China,
Canada’s relations with China are entering a new phase. Great opportunities await, even as obstacles
and challenges remain. While political differences are unlikely to diminish in the near term, economic
relations continue to thrive, and international cooperation remains a key feature in the relationship.
Ensuring that Canada’s relations with China continue to develop in a productive way that remains
true to Canadian interests and values will take preparation, balance and prudence.
Preparation for engagement with China requires understanding China’s conditions and national
interests and goals that have particular relevance to Canada. Canada can prepare for managing its
relations with China in part by accepting China’s legitimate concerns over stability and understanding
the implications this raises for governance. Canadian awareness of the local dynamics of policy
instrumentalism, corruption, and the contested domain of legal and political reform will further
effective action in managing the relationship. Preparation would also apply to Canada’s need to
build understanding of the opportunities and challenges posed by China’s economic growth policies.
Appreciating the priority given to sustaining high employment levels in order to ward off social unrest,
Canadians can appreciate better how employment-centred growth policies evident in China’s financial
stimulus package and in China’s export-oriented trade policy can generate business opportunities for
Canadian firms. Similarly, preparation extends to understanding how China’s national interest goals
include securing advanced technology which, while raising potential conflicts over enforcement of
intellectual property rights commitments under the WTO, also raises opportunities for designing
mutual IPR protection strategies. Preparation can enable Canada to respond more effectively to
China’s search for energy security and the opportunities this involves for Canadian firms, as well
as to China’s need for continued infrastructure development and clean technology. Finally, China’s
national interest goal of diversifying its international investment relations has significant implications for
Canada. Preparation can also facilitate Canada’s engagement with China in international discourses
on Taiwan and human rights by ensuring that we have adequate and accurate information and insight
on China’s goals and perspectives.
Balancing Canada’s interests in cooperative relations with China with adherence to Canada’s core
principles and values remains important. Cooperation on issues of governance will require careful

68 “Obama, Hu Questioned on Human Rights,” UPI Jan. 19, 2011, http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2011/01/19/Obama-Hu-questioned-on-human-rights/UPI87101295489952/ (accessed June 28, 2011).
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attention to the benefits of confidence building in areas of mutual interest (transparency and government
accountability are but two useful examples) while also avoiding lending legitimacy to governance
behaviour that runs contrary to Canadian values. Cooperation with China on economic issues should
balance the imperative to create opportunities for Canadian firms with close attention to such values
as labor rights, corporate social responsibility, corporate governance and environmental sustainability.
Pursuing cooperation in international matters will also require balancing of strategic priorities and
national values, such that multilateral discussions on Taiwan and human rights for example remain
attentive to China’s sovereignty needs while still being faithful to Canadian commitments to security
and good governance.
Prudence invites careful appreciation of the style and content of engagement with China. Canadians
should adopt styles and mechanisms for communication that are likely to be effective. Canada cannot
hope to compel China’s leaders to accept positions that run fundamentally counter to China’s national
interests or historical and cultural value systems. We should not expect to change China, but we
can be prudent in managing our responses to China’s conditions and behaviour. Public criticism of
policies and practices with which we may disagree is seldom, if ever, effective in changing Chinese
behaviour. However, Canada should avoid appearing to endorse policies or conduct that run counter
to our own principles and values. Prudence also involves open-mindedness - being constantly ready
to identify and accept new information about China’s norms and institutional practices of governance,
development, and internationalism and adjust personal and policy positions accordingly.
These elements of Preparation, Balance, and Prudence would seem useful to managing the CanadaChina relationship going forward. But their specific application depends of course on the myriad
of important issues that characterize Canada’s relations with China, and which lie well beyond the
scope of this Introduction. Nonetheless, by addressing issues of governance, development, and
internationalism, this Introduction hopefully sets a useful context for the detailed papers that follow. The
papers presented in this volume represent an attempt to begin a conversation about Canada’s ongoing
relations with China by focusing on a relatively wide-range of essential issues. China’s importance to
Canada is undisputed. The dynamics of the relationship are complex. The costs of failure are high.
We hope that the research, analysis, and policy recommendations presented in this volume will help.
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SECTION I:
DOMESTIC CONTEXTS

“Politics and law are crafts of place:
They work by local knowledge.”
—Clifford Geertz

1

Paul Evans

Engagement with Conservative Characteristics: Policy and Public
Attitudes, 2006–2011
“Stand a few steps higher, and you will see far farther and wider.”—Chinese proverb

Abstract
Stephen Harper’s Conservative government came to power in January 2006 committed to a principled
foreign policy and a China policy substantially different from the engagement strategies of its Liberal
and Progressive Conservative predecessors. Two years of “cool politics, warm economics” had neardisastrous consequences and was succeeded by a series of moves to revive the key elements of the
strategic partnership and warm diplomatic relations in advance of the Prime Minister’s visit to China
in December 2009.
Getting global China right is a high-stakes challenge for governments around the world. It is particularly
complicated for Conservative Ottawa because of its ideology of freedom, democracy, human rights
and the rule of law, its philosophy that the role of government is to facilitate transactions rather than
build relationships, and increasing concern about China’s rise among the Canadian public as seen
in a spate of recent polls.
The essay examines the evolution of Conservative policy, the reasoning behind it, and the pattern
of public attitudes. It concludes with a call for the government to show leadership in redefining the
strategic partnership, explaining it to Canadians, and constructing a strategic rationale and moral
narrative for the next phase of relations based on a more open policy process.
Introduction
The world is being reshaped by the rise of China, its dynamic integration into regional production
networks and global value chains, its deepening influence in international institutions, and the
persistence of its particular form of authoritarian capitalism.
In 2000 China was a vibrant emerging market, a member of the WTO, the shop floor of the world
and a significant regional power. A decade later, on the far side of the financial crisis of 2008 and the
demise of America’s unipolar moment, it has emerged as a primary force in a messy, multi-centric
world order. Decisions of Chinese officials, citizens and consumers have impact globally.
China has long held a central place in the international imagination of Canadians dating back to the
era of missionaries, railroads and migration coincident with Canada’s birth. Today, China is no longer
distant, exotic and across an ocean. It is here, a daily presence for most Canadians when they look
at the demography of their cities, buy products, or contemplate their mortgage rates. The flow of
goods, people and ideas has never been greater.
Global China poses multi-dimensional challenges for Canadians and public policy. My focus is the
period that Stephen Harper has served as Prime Minister. Canada-China relations are of course
much broader than policy; and policy in turn has multiple levels. My subject is the high politics of
framing and conducting the political relationship. Government leaders and senior officials are just
some of the singers on stage, but their voice and movement can set the tone and lead in ways that
the public chorus cannot.
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Conservative policy in 2006 started down a path distinctly different in tone, attitude and approach
than any of its predecessors, Liberal or Progressive Conservative. Managing relations with China
poses dilemmas for every government but especially one that came to power that January with little
experience in foreign affairs, evinced an ideological antipathy for China, aspired to a vision of small
government, and committed itself to a “principled foreign policy” emphasizing freedom, democracy,
human rights and the rule of law.
Describing, much less explaining, the evolution of Conservative policy is a daunting task. Policy
making has been concentrated in very few hands and its content has never been fully articulated
or explained by its makers. My sources are speeches by political leaders, comments to the press,
press and academic commentary, and private conversations with MPs, Senators and Conservative
staff and strategists.
The China Consensus
In June 2005 Prime Minister Paul Martin and President Hu Jintao announced the creation of a
strategic partnership between the two countries. Neither side was certain what its specific content
would be, but it was the logical extension of an approach that had been pioneered by the Trudeau
Liberals and had operated on a bipartisan consensus thereafter.
In Beijing in January 2005, Martin foreshadowed the strategic partnership, noting China’s pivotal role
in a “global power structure undergoing its first wide ranging evolution in more than five decades”
and in which “China will be central to the success of a New Multilateralism.”
Canada welcomes this. We seek to enhance our engagement with China—to foster a real
partnership that comprises not just economic pursuits, but also the global political agenda:
public health, environmental issues, human rights, and culture. In essence, we strive to
more closely connect our two nations—encouraging the two-way flow of capital, goods and
services, while at the same time expanding our dialogue, our exchange of ideas and beliefs.
For that is how friendships are deepened and the world made stronger.1
The speech underscored principles and sentiments that had animated Canadian policy since
recognition in 1970. First, engagement of China was important to Canada for advancing bilateral
interests and also for shaping world order.
Second, engagement entailed establishing contacts at as many levels as possible. The tone was set
at the Prime Ministerial level and involved nourishing strong personal relationships. Martin favoured
a whole-of-government approach and encouraged every member of his Cabinet to visit China.
Third, promoting human rights, especially after Tiananmen Square in 1989, was one of several
objectives and largely pursued through cooperation on governance issues and the private management of individual cases.
Fourth, Canadian governments took care, sometimes excessive, to assure China about its version
of a One China Policy and carefully manage relations with Taiwan and dealing with Tibet issues.2
Warm Economics, Cool Politics
In the early months of 2006 it quickly became clear that the Conservative government was determined
to take a new approach to China that can be described as “cool politics, warm economics.”
“Warm economics” echoed the emphasis of previous governments on trade promotion. The
Conservatives embraced most of the Liberal’s Gateway strategy and transformed it into the Asia
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Pacific Gateway and Corridor Initiative. It resisted protectionist pressures to limit Chinese exports.
It encouraged Chinese investment, though without setting clear guidelines and rules. New trade
offices were opened in China as part of the global commerce strategy. Two-way trade expanded
as did Chinese investment in Canada, even though in relative terms the Canadian share of both
steadily declined.
“Cool politics” was the innovation. The first public comments about China by the new government
in April 2006 focused on criticisms of Chinese industrial espionage. In October 2006, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Peter MacKay, emphasized that a principled foreign policy meant that China, like
other countries, would be viewed through the lens of freedom, democracy, human rights and the rule
of law. Chinese representatives in Ottawa were not able to meet him until June, he did not meet his
Chinese counterpart until September, and he did not travel to China until April 2007.
Ottawa publicly suspended the bilateral human rights dialogue with Beijing. The Subcommittee
on International Human Rights of the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International
Development, chaired by Jason Kenney, took up the task of assessing the human rights situation in
China. DFAIT was effectively removed from a policy-making role. And plans for the Strategic Working
Groups were shelved.
Parliament agreed, unanimously, to confer honorary citizenship on the Dalai Lama. The Prime
Minister received the Dalai Lama in his Centre Block Office with a Tibetan flag displayed on his desk.
Individual MPs spoke about the virtues of Taiwanese independence and self-determination for Tibet.
For the first time four Cabinet Ministers attended Taiwan’s October 10th celebration in 2006. Key
Conservatives pointedly contrasted the importance of building relations with democratic India rather
than maintaining them with a country they described as “a godless totalitarian country with nuclear
weapons aimed at us.”
The Prime Minister became publicly involved in the Celil consular case. En route to an APEC meeting
in Hanoi in November 2006 he told reporters that confronting China on human rights issues was
both right and popular. “I think Canadians want us to promote our trade relations worldwide, and
we do that. But I don’t think Canadians want us to sell out important Canadian values—our belief
in democracy, freedom, human rights. They don’t want us to sell out to the almighty dollar.” Three
months later he again spoke publicly about the Celil case, reminding Chinese officials that they
needed to be cautious considering China’s large trade surplus.
On at least two occasions it became difficult for the Prime Minister to arrange substantive sessions
with his Chinese counterpart on the margin of international meetings. In early 2008 he announced
his decision not to attend the Opening Ceremonies of the Summer Olympics in Beijing, using the
opportunity to raise international concerns over the demonstrations in Tibet that April.
Cool did not mean cold. The government did not alter its One China Policy, did not make any dramatic
overtures to Taiwan, and continued its aid program. Ministers began visiting China in the fall of 2006,
starting with the Minister of Agriculture in October and the Minister of Natural Resources a month
later. David Emerson, Minister of International Trade, and Jim Flaherty, Minister of Finance, followed
in January 2007.
The Ministerial visits were low-key but welcome in China in a period that was otherwise characterized
by snubs, public jousting, and cold shouldering. During his January 2007 trip, Flaherty spoke of
actively working to strengthen the Canada-China relationship, engaging China as a rising economic
power, working together on IMF reform, promoting economic freedoms, and recognizing Canada’s
emerging role as an energy superpower. Neither he nor other ministers made any reference to the
“strategic partnership,” or “friendship.”
Chinese reactions moved from puzzlement to carefully expressed anger. Ambassador Lu Shumin
raised concerns in speeches and private communications throughout the fall and winter of 2006.
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In February 2007, He Yafei, the Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated that “I cannot say Canada
is squandering the relationship now, but in practical terms Canada is lagging behind in its relations
with China.” He indicated confidence and respect were lacking and that there was “room for
improvement” while calling for the resumption of the high-level working groups agreed to under
the terms of the strategic partnership.3 Bo Xilai, the Chinese Minister of Commerce, commented
during a visit in June 2007 that relations “need better mutual trust,” and “have moved backward
under Harper.”4
The first visit by a Chinese Minister of Finance did not occur until fall 2007. China continued to
withhold Approved Destination Status that had been discussed during the Martin period. Len Edwards,
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, could not secure high-level meetings during his trip to Beijing in
November 2007 just after Harper’s meeting with the Dalai Lama.
In January 2008, Ambassador Lu spoke to the Canada-China Friendship Society meeting in Ottawa
about “positive developments and unfortunate setbacks.” “At stake is not only exchanges and
interaction at the government level,” he told the audience, “Nothing undercuts bilateral relations
more than the souring impression among the public. And in China the feeling is actually spreading.”5
Several factors help explain “cool politics.” The image of a godless, totalitarian China was shared
by several MPs and staffers based less on personal exposure to China than concerns about issues
including religious freedom and human rights. The influence of American neo-conservatism and
organizations including the American Enterprise Institute was substantial. Several spoke forcefully
about finding muscular ways to contain China through a League of Democracies and to find ways to
actively promote democracy inside China.
In opposition, Reform/Alliance MPs maintained close connections with Taiwan and the Tibetan diaspora.
Some in Cabinet believed that a hard line on China on human rights had support within Chinese
communities (and Indian ones) in Canada and could provide electoral advantage in key urban ridings.
Philosophy of government also mattered. Beyond wanting to differentiate themselves from the China
policies of the Liberals, many felt that the era of Ottawa playing a leadership role “Team Canada style”
was passé. The function of government should be to assist civil society actors but not lead. In the
words of one senior advisor: “We don’t do relationships. We facilitate transactions.”
By late 2007 it was clear that the approach was a failure. Ottawa was quickly depleting a reservoir
of good will in official quarters in Beijing, stood virtually alone among Western countries, and was
beginning to pay an economic price. Academics, business leaders, officials (privately), and much of
the media were harshly critical, describing the government’s approach as aloof, introverted, fraught,
confused, perverse, immature, juvenile, wobbly, amateurish, one dimensional, childish and petulant,
a colossal mistake, and out of synch with allies and friends. Elite support was limited to a handful of
academics, some of the right-wing press, and representatives of several NGOs. But, as we will see,
it resonated with the attitudes of many Canadians.
Reset
The government had dug itself into a hole and was looking for a ladder. Journalists began to detect a
shift in fall 2007. John Ivison noted a “more nuanced approach” and a “moderated tone” that focused
on economics rather than morality.6 The new Foreign Minister, Maxim Bernier, met the Chinese
Ambassador within two weeks of being appointed in May and had his Department try to resuscitate
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the Strategic Working Groups. Secretary of State Helena Guergis spoke at the University of Alberta
in January 2008 about the commitment to “sustained high-level engagement”, “results-based
cooperation”, China as a “top priority for trade and investment”, and the need for mutual respect.
Canadian and Chinese officials privately discussed ways to improve relations and “rebuild confidence”
through a synchronized series of visits leading towards a meeting of heads of government. Key were
the visits of the Minister of Transport, John Baird, in February 2009, Trade Minister Stockwell Day
in April, Foreign Minister Lawrence Cannon in May, and Finance Minister Flaherty again in August
along with a delegation that included the governor of the Bank of Canada. The Chinese Foreign
Minister, Yang Jiechi, visited Canada in June. The agenda was increasingly substantial and Day’s
visit, in particular, had a major impact on his own thinking and the development of what he called a
“holistic” approach to the relationship. When the Dalai Lama visited Canada in September 2009 he
met the Governor General but neither the Prime Minister nor the Foreign Minister.
The Harper visit to China in December 2009 symbolized the reversal, though produced little publicity
in China and began with what many interpreted as a rebuke by Premier Wen for Harper for not visiting
earlier. Harper did come away with agreement on Approved Destination Status and concessions on
beef and pork exports. The Canada-China Joint Statement of 3 December 2009 anointed the Strategic
Working Groups as a leading part of more than 40 bilateral consultation mechanisms. The statement
recognized “distinct points of view” on human rights and promised more dialogue and exchanges,
FIPA negotiations, collaboration in the context of the 6 Party Talks, the UN and APEC, the G20, and
on issues including global health and climate change.
In Shanghai on December 4, Harper recounted the “shared history” between the two countries
focusing on the Diefenbaker wheat sales, expanding trade, the Gateway, investment, energy and
collaboration in the context of the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate
and the G20.
John Ibbitson, the Globe and Mail’s Political Affairs Columnist travelling with the PM, called the visit
a tipping point” that included a “Damascene conversion to the importance of Asia” and a “subtle
sidestep” that, without disavowing earlier sentiments, moved the Conservative government into “a
new and revitalized relationship with China, while not acknowledging its earlier misdirection, and
counting on no one to notice.”7
President Hu Jintao made a formal visit in June 2010 in advance of the G20 meeting. China finally
ratified ADS and opened staged access to beef imports. The Prime Minister again focused on bilateral
commercial issues, offered a slightly sentimental history of the relationship, and most importantly
spoke for the first time of “the growing strategic partnership.” On the issue of human rights, he hinted
at a new approach.
“Power comes not from arms but from economic power and the stockpile of moral authority
a nation builds up when it upholds the universal values of freedom, democracy, human
rights and the rule of law. China and Canada have begun a frank dialogue about these
values. Continuing it will bring us closer together as friends and strategic partners.”8
On October 13th, 2010 at an event celebrating 40 years of diplomatic relations, Harper offered a
glowing account of his visit to China, noted 30 ministerial visits to China since 2006, acknowledged
that the “global economic centre of gravity moves toward the Pacific” and the need for dialogue on
the universal principles of human rights and the rule of law. He fulsomely stated that the “Strategic
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Partnership … has never been more promising”.9 And in Beijing, Canada’s ambassador David Mulroney
told an academic audience that “if ever there was a golden period in Canada-China relations it is now.”
A day later John Baird reiterated the same points but subtly replaced the word “democracy” with
“good governance” and spoke of a strategic partnership that is “comprehensive in nature.”10
No official explanation of the shift has been offered but it seems to reflect the failure of the cool politics
approach to sustain support or electoral advantage among voters of Chinese descent. The balance
of forces within Cabinet and the caucus was changing. And, above all, the economic and political
importance of China was becoming much more apparent to the Prime Minister, in part because of
exposure to China’s central role in the G20 process.
By 2010 Conservative policy had returned very close to where Paul Martin had left it five years earlier.
Warmer diplomacy received elite applause but did not rest easily with several members of caucus
and the broader public.
Patterns in Public Opinion
In Canada, as elsewhere, global China generates two reactions. The first is a sense that China is big,
important, and getting more so. The second is a blend of uncertainty, anxiety and fear, leavened by
a sense of opportunity, about what this portends. Three sets of surveys give a useful perspective on
the pattern of Canadian views: those commissioned by the Lowy Institute in Australia annually since
2005,11 the BBC World Service in 2005, 2009 and 2011,12 and the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada
in 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2011.13
On China’s growing impact:
• Lowy 2010 and 2011 found that 55% of Australians already feel that China is the world’s leading
economic power as compared to about 30% who feel that way about the United States.14
• BBC March 2011 survey of 27 countries found China is expected by most to overtake the USA in
economic importance to their country over the next ten years. A majority of Canadians in the study
believe that China will be more important to Canada than the U.S. within a decade.
• APF Canada Surveys in 2008, 2010 and 2011 found that 66%, 60% and 67% of Canadians believe
that 10 years in the future Chinese power will surpass that of the United States. Canadians also
consistently over-estimate existing trade with China and Asia, frequently by a factor of two or three.15
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On growing anxieties about China’s rise:
From the Lowy Polls:
In 2010 and 2011, 57% of Australians felt that there was too much Chinese investment in Australia
compared to 50% in 2008.
In 2011, 65% felt that China’s aim is to dominate Asia, down from 69% in 2010 and up from 60%
in 2008.
In 2010, 46% believed China would become a military threat to Australia within 20 years, up from
41% in 2008. In 2011 the percentage raised further to 55%.16
In 2011, about 60% trusted China to act responsibly in the world, the same figure as 2006.
In 2011, 50% agreed that Australia should join forces with other countries to limit China’s influence
(down from 5% in 2010), with 47% disagreeing. They remained similarly split about whether the
United States should give China a larger say in regional affairs, with 46% agreeing (steady with the
45% in 2010) and 47% disagreeing.

From the BBC survey:
• In 2011, negative views about China’s growing economic power rose in every G8 country and are
the majority position in all but the UK and Russia. In Canada in 2005 the number assessing China’s
economic rise positively was 53%; in 2011 it was 34%. The most positive views were in Africa.17
• In 2011, more than a third of respondents rated China’s trade practices as unfair and, amongst
China’s largest trading partners, this ranged from 70% in Japan, 58% in Germany to 39% in Canada.
Canadians rated the U.S. about the same.
• In 2011, 79% of Americans and 82% of Canadians—a much bigger proportion than the 55% global
average—are concerned about the rise of Chinese military power. The trend has worsened since
2005, particularly in Canada where only 70% felt this way in 2005.
Increasing negativity about China elsewhere in the world is found in a host of other studies. A December
2010 poll in Japan revealed that less than 19% of Japanese reported friendly feelings about China
and only 8% described the Sino-Japanese relationship as good.18
From the APF Canada polls:
• In 2004, only 23% of Canadians felt that the growing importance of China as an economic power is
more of a threat for Canada than an opportunity. In 2006 this grew to 38%.19 The same issue was
worded slightly different in the 2008, 2010 and 2011 polls which reversed the questions and asked
whether China was more of an opportunity than threat. The trend was similarly negative. Those who
saw China as an opportunity fell from 60% in 2009 to 48% in 2010 and rose only slightly to 43%
in 2011.20
• On human rights, the percentage of Canadians who felt that the human rights situation in China is
better now than 10 years before has vacillated between 49% in 2004, 63% in 2006, 36% in 2008,
47% in 2010, and 45% in 2011.21
• On the rise of Chinese military power, the percentage of Canadians who feel it to be a threat rose
from a low of 52% in 2006 to 64% in 2008, 58% in 2010 and back to 60% in 2011.22

16 The two principal reasons cited for the concern were that the US and China would come into conflict and draw Australia into it; and that China would invade Australia
to secure land and resources.
17 A Pew study in 2007 found that while China was viewed favourably in Asia, in Canada 52% saw it favourably in 2007 as compared to 58% in 2005. See: The Pew Global
Attitudes Project, June 2007 at http://pewglobal.org/2007/06/27/global-unease-with-major-world-powers/. (Accessed July 13, 2011).
18 “Public’s Affinity for China Drops to Record Low 20%: Survey,” Japan Times, 19 December 2010. Available at http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/nn20101219a6.html.
(Accessed July 13, 2011); A very useful English-language archive of the findings from Northeast East Asian surveys is the Mansfield Asian Opinion Poll Database accessible at:
http://www.mansfieldfdn.org/polls/index.htm.
19 Parallel surveys in 2004 and 2006 of 300 Asia practitioners in Canada with significant professional experience related to Asia were considerably more positive. In 2004,
only 9% agreed with statement that China was more of an economic threat than opportunity and by 2006 that figures was still only 19%.
20 A question posed in 2008 produced a significantly more positive assessment of the value of bilateral trade. 43% thought it would generate jobs and 50% thought it would
reduce jobs. The parallel poll of Asia practitioners in Canada found a more positive assessment with 56% seeing job creation and only 20% job losses. 82% of Asia practitioners
felt increased Canada-China trade would mostly help Canadian consumers, as did 73% of the general public. And, separately, Pew 2007 found that 50% of Canadians felt that
China’s growing economy was a good thing and 41% a bad thing (up from 34% in 2005).
21 Ipsos-Reid 2005 found that 61% don’t believe China will soon be a true democracy and 52% think we should “not reward” China with expanding diplomatic and trade
relations as this country still has a terrible record of human rights abuses.
22 Pew 2007 found that 66% of Canadians felt that the growing military power of China was a good thing as compared to 66% who saw it as a bad thing.
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• On food and product safety, in 2008 fewer than 20% of Canadians felt that imported food and
manufactured products from China are as safe or of better quality than those from other developing
countries. And in the 2011 survey only 12% of Canadians believed that Chinese food products are
of high quality and only 28% believed that manufactured goods from China are of high quality.23
• On Chinese outward investment and control of Canadian companies, in 2010, 82% stated concern
about the prospect of a Chinese company taking control of a major Canadian company compared to
only 42% with a similar concern about a takeover by a company from the U.K.
These aggregate figures hide significant regional differences. Respondents living in Western Canada
are generally more positive about China’s economic impact and more open to immigration and
investment from Asia. Albertans stand out as being the most open to China economically at the same
time they place the greatest emphasis on human rights and democracy promotion as policy priorities.24
Polls reveal some of the same concerns that frequently arise in talk shows, op eds. and the blogosphere.
Public anxieties place limits on how deeply any government can embrace a China that is different in
values, history and power. The Australian findings indicate similar apprehension in a context where
China is its largest trading partner and the government has taken extraordinary measures to deepen
public understanding of China.
Conservative policy not only reflects negativity about China, but to some extent has shaped it. It has not
attempted to justify or explain the foundation of its positions nor tried to help Canadians understand
internal dynamics within China.
Going Forward: Engagement in a Minor Key?
On June 29th in the first speech on China (and foreign policy) since the Conservatives won a majority
government in the May 2011 election, the new Minister of Foreign Affairs, John Baird, emphasized
that China is “a clear priority for our government and economy.” He stated that the government is
committed to “continued and sustained high-level engagement with China,” and that the relationship
is at “a high water mark.” He reminded the audience of 40 ministerial visits to China since 2006
and addressed issues related to law enforcement, legal cooperation, impediments to business, air
transport, tourism, education, people-to-people engagement and commercial relations. Upbeat in
tone, he ended with an unprecedented request for advice on further steps that could be taken to
upgrade the relationship.25
Canada may no longer be what Premier Zhu Rongji described in 1998 as “China’s best friend in the
whole world,” but nor is the relationship one consular case or one diplomatic incident away from a
rupture. While there remain a host of bilateral issues to be resolved or managed, there is sufficient
cordiality and personal chemistry at top levels to support functional cooperation on many of them.
The government is again “doing” relationships, though with less flamboyance and imagination than
its predecessors.
2005 Redux?
If close to the traditional approach, Conservative China policy has some distinctive features.
The overwhelming focus is bilateral economic issues; it encourages multiple levels of commitment
but provides no new resources and little leadership; and it does not define an integrated
strategy for connecting China to broader regional and global security matters or an emerging
institutional architecture.

23 Angus Reid Strategies found in 2007 that 62% of Canadians want to see an outright ban on Chinese products until China establishes stricter controls and safety regulations.
Available at: http://www.visioncritical.com/public-opinion/4457/2007-09-18-chinese-goods-press-release-pdf/ (Accessed July 13, 2011).
24 For more detail and an assessment of the policy implications, see Paul Evans, “Road to Beijing Runs through Alberta,” The Edmonton Journal, 18 February 2009,
available at: http://www2.canada.com/edmontonjournal/news/ideas/story.html?id=1dea1ba1-5aad-4a8c-84c3-da5b5fa05de6&p=1 (Accessed July 13, 2011).
25 A summary of the speech is available on the Canada China Business Council website: http://www.ccbc.com/CanadasForeignAffairsMinisterCallsStrengthen/tabid/350/
language/en-CA/Default.aspx (Accessed July 13, 2011).
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It is engagement in a minor key and, as yet, a strategic partnership without a strategic dimension.
How is China a priority in comparison to other priorities in the Americas, Europe and Asia, especially
India and Japan? How to do this in a domestic context where anxiety is rising about China’s ability to
manage an encyclopedic range of internal problems, and appears to be more assertive in regional
and world affairs?
Canada is back to the starting line at a time that other countries have been more determined, innovative
and pro-active in developing their presence in China. Here Australia remains our best comparator.
In April 2010, then Prime Minister Rudd called for “a deeper, textured understanding of the China
in the 21st century” and the need for a New Sinology to underpin it. “A zhengyou, or true friend,” he
said is “a partner who sees beyond immediate benefit to the broader and firm basis for continuing,
profound and sincere friendship.” He called for Australia and China to “develop the language and
the demeanour for a more sophisticated way of talking to and about each other.” This demands a
layered approach, a serious commitment of time and resources, and serious study.26
There are two areas where a majority Conservative government must clarify and advance its own
version of Rudd’s “layered approach.”
The first is putting strategic meat on the bones of a strategic partnership. Getting China right depends
upon understanding its domestic, regional and global contexts. The defining issue in Asia Pacific
security is the rise of China and the implications that this has for American power and primacy. Senior
Canadian officials have been virtually silent on key security issues in Northeast Asia, Sino-Indian
rivalry, and the management of difficult issues in the South China Sea, the Korean peninsula, and the
weaponization of space. Equally important, Canada has been sitting on the sidelines in the regional
institutions of which it is a part and is unconnected to the new ones that are being formed including
the East Asia Summit process and the Trans-Pacific Partnership. Derek Burney makes the key point
that “Standing aloof may give us the privilege of neutrality, but would more likely confirm a position
of continuing irrelevance.”27
Strategy matters to China. Its Canada watchers frequently ask whether Ottawa has one. In Shanghai in
November 2010, senior Chinese officials and academics analyzed the question of why China turned
to Canada in 1968 as the choice of negotiating partner. Based on unprecedented access to the MFA
files they found the answer in exchanges between Mao, Zhou Enlai and the senior leadership. Canada
was of interest because it was close to the United States, somewhat independent of the United States,
and thought in terms larger than immediate commercial relations. Pearson was on to this bigger
strategic possibility after the Korean war. It informed Alvin Hamilton’s thinking after he pioneered
the wheat sales. Trudeau saw an opportunity to alter the Cold War by getting China into international
institutions. Later Brian Mulroney and Jean Chretien saw the virtues of opening the world economy
to China. And Paul Martin took this one step further in seeing engagement as creating an institutional
architecture that moved China and other emerging countries from the periphery to centre stage.
It remains to be tested whether Canada still has the reservoir of goodwill, the imagination, the knowledge
or the capacity to reprise and revise the Middle Power role of an earlier period. But there are issues
and moments when something bigger than immediate bilateral advantage come into play. We can
think of energy as a bilateral commercial matter or we can see it as an entry point into fundamental
issues of energy security and conservation that are key to building a rules-base international system.
Second, the case needs to be made anew for ‘why engagement?’ Under previous governments the
case was built on economic and strategic pillars, but also on a moral one. Trudeau embraced a form
of moral relativism that did not lead him to desire to change China so much as live with it and open

26 Kevin Rudd, “Australia and China in the World,” 2010 Morrison Lecture delivered in Canberra at the Australian National University, 23 April 2010. A podcast of the
Prime Minister’s lecture is available at: http://asiapacific.anu.edu.au/podcasts/20100423_Morrison-Lecture.mp3 (Accessed July 13, 2011).
27 Derek Burney, “Canada Must Outgrow its Juvenile Relationship with China,” Globe and Mail, 11 April 2009. Available at: http://v1.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/
RTGAM.20090409.wcoessay0411/business/Business/Business/ (Accessed July 13, 2011).
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possibilities for better international behaviour. Brian Mulroney and Jean Chretien both saw opening
China’s economy as a necessary precondition for reducing international tensions and inducing
domestic political change. Paul Martin emphasized a new international architecture as a way of
deepening China’s commitment to international practices and standards.
Making the moral case for engagement is extremely difficult in an era in which authoritarian rule in
China shows no sign of easy or early relaxation, in which China is increasingly complex and internally
conflicted, and in which the growth of Chinese influence brings into question the very idea of universal
values. Canadians need to be prepared for a time when our institutions are no longer the international
institutions, when our role is comparatively less important, and when the affirmation of universal
values is replaced by a search for shared ones.
It is also particularly difficult for a Conservative government that for ideological reasons detests Chinese
communism and feels morally superior to it. It needs to explain to its party base the rationale for own
form of engagement. It took the moral high ground of a principled foreign policy but beyond rhetorical
exhortation did very little to act on it save for continuing projects already in motion.
To change China or to live with it? It will take wisdom, knowledge and political courage to flesh out
the strategic partnership and recast the Canada-China narrative. This in turn will depend upon a
more open policy process that again mobilizes intellectual talent and practical expertise to give us a
chance at getting global China right.
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